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Introduction
An immobilized catalyst is Associate in nursing catalyst hooked
up to Associate in nursing inert, insoluble material-such as metal
alginate (produced by reacting a combination of metallic
element alginate answer and catalyst answer with metal
chloride). This could give enlarged resistance to changes in
conditions like hydrogen ion concentration or temperature. It
additionally lets enzymes be command in situ throughout the
reaction, following that they're simply separated from the
merchandise and will be used once more-a much more
economical method and then is wide employed in trade for
catalyst catalyzed reactions. Another to catalyst immobilization is
whole cell immobilization.

Affinity-tag binding: Enzymes is also immobilized to a surface,
e.g. in an exceedingly porous material, mistreatment non-
covalent or valence macromolecule tags. This technology has

been established for macromolecule purification functions. This 
system is that the typically applicable, and might be performed 
while not previous catalyst purification with a pure preparation 
because the result. Porous glass and derivatives then area unit 
used, wherever the porous surface is custom-made in terms of 
property to suit the catalyst in question.

Entrapment: The catalyst is at bay in insoluble beads or 
microspheres, like metal alginate beads. However, these 
insoluble substances hinder the arrival of the substrate, and also 
the exit of merchandise.

Covalent bond: The catalyst is sure covalently to associate in 
nursing insoluble support (such as colloid or micro porous 
chemical compound beads with epoxide groups). This approach 
provides the strongest enzyme/support interaction, and then all-
time low macromolecule outpouring throughout contact action.
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